
This will be a lunch meeting 
with the following agenda:
11:30am  Networking
12:00pm  Lunch
12:30 - 1:30pm  Program/Q&A

Tuesday, March 14, 2017
 11:30am - 1:30pm

LUNCHEON
San Francisco Marriott, Union Square

Register early. This luncheon will sell out.

DESIGN-BUILD INSTITUTE OF AMERICA - WPR

A large global contractor surveyed two years of projects and divided them into two categories. 
Successful and unsuccessful. Their conclusion? 100% of projects that begin poorly, end badly. From 
that lesson they developed a process to ensure success at the front end of their projects. Every project 
begins with high hopes and the best intentions. But those can quickly evaporate when the first wave 
of challenges hits a team. For some teams adversity pulls everyone together. For many teams it tears 
everyone apart and the project turns into a battle zone. How valuable would it be to know ahead of 
time how your team will respond under pressure? Rex Miller will share key lessons and principles and 
also introduce a tool that will help you create a highly aligned and resilient team - for every project. 

Gloria Moore
714.912.9729 Phone
gmoore@DBIAwpr.org
www.DBIAwpr.org

San Francisco Marriott 
Union Square   
480 Sutter Street
San Francisco, CA 94118
Room: Savoy Room/30th floor or 
Main Ballroom (TBA)

BUILDING HIGH PERFORMING 
DESIGN-BUILD TEAMS

 Title Sponsor  $3,500.00
 Includes Table of 10, Introduce Speaker, Company Recognition (option to display banner) 

Gold Sponsor  $2,000.00
 Includes Table of 10, Company Recognition (option to display exhibit board)

 Silver Sponsor  $1,000.00
 Includes Table of 5, Company Recognition (option to display exhibit board)

 Bronze Sponsor  $500.00
 Includes Two tickets, Company Recognition

AGENDASPEAKER

LOCATION

FOR MORE INFORMATION

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

REGISTRATION 
ONLY VIA ONLINE AT 

www.dbiawpr.eventbrite.com

DBIA-WPR Member $ 60.00
Non-Member $ 120.00
Owner/Public Agency $ 20.00
Student DBIA Member  $ 0.00
Student $ 10.00 

(Title sponsor to provide pop-up banner, Gold & Silver sponsors to provide exhibit board)

COST TO ATTEND

Mr. Rex Miller, Author, Advisor 
Rex Miller is an internationally award winning author, respected futurist, an elite coach 
and compelling keynote speaker. He is a winner of both the CoreNet Global Innovators 
Award and Industry Excellence Award. He used the same MindShift crowdsource model 
for these CoreNet initiatives to tackle our broken education system. In his new book 
Humanizing the Education Machine where he explores why the U.S. education system 
is perfectly designed to create disengaged teachers and students and how to turn 
schools around.  

In his book, The Commercial Real Estate Revolution, Rex provides a roadmap for changing 
the adversarial culture that drives many construction projects. It chronicles the success of 
owners and contractors who used trust-based teams to build better, safer and lower cost 
projects. And, how they have changed the rules for all of us. Rex has far exceeded the 
10,000 hour rule for mastering some of the biggest challenges corporate leaders face. In 
addition these two books he has also written Change Your Space, Change Your Culture, 
a guide for leaders to use good design and space as a catalyst for creating strong and 
engaging cultures. He is also the author of The Millennium Matrix, an innovative system 
for anticipating and adapting to the future. 


